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Well Positioned For Strategic Growth in 2017
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Simlatus Corporation designs, manufactures and sells commercial audio
and video broadcast equipment worldwide. The company has a current
expanding revenue base in the broadcast industry with long-term national
and international distribution. The company’s customers include large
broadcast giants such as CBS, NBC, ABC, FOX, ESPN and DIRECTV, as
well as many smaller broadcast customers, which include religious
facilities, international broadcast facilities, colleges, and radio stations. The
new Simlatus-IBS™ will allow the company to capitalize in the $150B
growing industry of augmented/virtual reality
Simlatus is positioned with current sales of their commercial broadcasting
support systems, and is now structuring the R&D virtual/augmented reality
products to develop a strategic technology roadmap which will enable the
company to expand into high-growth digital television and over-the-top
(OTT) markets. These products are being developed for Simlatus’ existing
consumers and newer markets.
Simlatus’ new products will include
SyncPal, ‘SocialCast AR,’ Augmented
Reality, and Virtual Reality Content
Server products for major markets.
The target technologies include Virtual
Reality,
Augmented
Reality,
Audio/Video Codecs, Audio Content
Recognition, and OTT API Integration
into Key Platforms.

Recent SIML News
Mar 24, 2017
Major Broadcast Studio Receives Syncpal for Beta-Testing
Mar 7, 2017
Simlatus CEO Discusses 2017 Projected Revenues With Virtual
Reality Product
Feb 22, 2017
Simlatus Statement From the Chairman
Feb 1, 2017
Simlatus Podcast Interview Locks-In $5M Funding for New Immersive
Broadcast Product
Jan 25, 2017
Simlatus Podcast Update on Its Two New Vertical Products

This document may contain forward-looking statements, including information about future expectations, plans and prospects. In
particular, when used in the preceding discussion, the words "believes," "expects," "intends," "plans," "anticipates," or "may," and
similar conditional expressions are intended to identify forward-looking statements. Any statements made in this release other than
those of historical fact, about an action, event or development, are forward looking statements. These statements involve known and
unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, which may cause the results to be materially different than those expressed or implied
in such statements. StockVest was paid 20,000,000 restricted shares on 3/27/2017 for 90 days of services.
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